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The Ridgeway Path
The walks in this book, each including a short element of the official Ridgeway Path, aim to show you the astonishing variety of historic interest and scenery to be found in these chalk hills, from the
intimate wild flower-filled combes of the Chiltern to the sweeping views of the Marlborough Downs.
Alone on the South Downs Way is the story of Holly Worton's 100 mile walking journey along one of England's National Trails in 2015. An avid walker, she thought she was up for the challenge of
an eight day hike, and happily set off to explore the South Downs. What followed was a magical journey through nature that was both more satisfying and more difficult than she ever imagined.
This book contains all the blisters, sweat, and tears from that life-changing journey. More than just a walking travelogue or memoirs of a walking holiday, this book contains Holly's reflections on
walking the Way, including lessons learned and practical information to help you plan your South Downs Way hiking adventure. It includes a suggested packing list, gear recommendations, and
other useful tips, such as when to walk the Way, where to stay, and how much you'll need to budget. This book will not only get you inspired to walk the South Downs Way or other long distance
trail, it will encourage you to get outdoors more often.
Guidebook to the Ridgeway National Trail, an 87-mile (139km) route through the south of England from Avebury in Wiltshire to Ivinghoe Beacon in Buckinghamshire. Accompanied by a pull-out
1:25K mapping booklet, this guidebook details the trail in both directions and features information on historic sites and facilities along the way.
Poems for the Ridgeway
Wonderful Walking and Cycling Country by Bus and Train. 2005/2006
A Walkers' Guide: 110 Miles Along the 'oldest Road in Britain' Linking the Ridgeway Path to the Peddars Way Following Footpaths Close to the Ancient Route - Including a Link to Thetford:
Based on a Route First Described by Thurstan Shaw
Dales Way
A Walker's Guide: 110 Miles Along the 'oldest Road in Britain' Linking the Ridgeway Path to the Peddars Way Following Footpaths Close to the Ancient Route - Including a Link to Thetford:
Based on a Route First Described by Thurstan Shaw
The Thames Path
The A-Z Adventure Series of maps combines the best of OS and A-Z, creating the perfect companion for walkers, off-road cyclists, horse riders and anyone
wishing to explore the great outdoors.Offa's Dyke Path is a National Trail skirting the English/Welsh border. The 177 mile (285km) path is named after,
and often follows, the spectacular 8th century Offa's Dyke. The trail links Sedbury Cliffs near Chepstow with the coastal town of Prestatyn, crossing
the border over 20 times along the way. The route on the map is clearly highlighted in yellow with mileage markers to gauge distances when planning
sections of the walk to enjoy.This official National Trail Map* of Offa's Dyke Path features 52 pages of continuous Ordnance Survey 1:25000 mapping,
providing complete coverage of the Offa's Dyke Path. The atlas includes a route planner showing distances between places and the amenities available,
featuring: -Information Centres-Hotels/B&Bs-Youth Hostels-Campsites (seasonal opening)-Public Houses-Shops-Restaurants-Cafes (seasonal opening)-Petrol
StationsAlso featured is advice on safety and security when walking and a selection of QR codes linked to useful websites, including temporary route
updates from the National Trails, regional information, map reading advice and weather reports.Unlike the original OS sheets, this A-Z Adventure Atlas
includes a comprehensive index to towns, villages, hamlets and locations, natural features, nature reserves, car parks and youth hostels, making it easy
to find the required location quickly. Each index entry has a page reference and a six figure National Grid Reference. With a book size of 240mm x 134mm
it is the same size as the standard OS folded map.Other National Trails available within the A-Z Adventure series include: Cotswold Way, Hadrian's Wall
Path, North Downs Way, Pembrokeshire Coast Path, Pennine Way, South Downs Way, SW Coast Path, Thames Path and The Ridgeway.*A-Z is the official mapping
partner of the National Trails.
Each time a person walks a path, it's a different adventure. Alone on the Ridgeway is the inner journey of the author's solo 87-mile walking adventure
along one of England's National Trails-first in 2016, then again in 2020. More than just a walking travelogue or memoirs of a walking holiday, this book
contains Holly's reflections on walking the Ridgeway, including lessons learned and practical information to help you plan your Ridgeway hiking
adventure. It includes a suggested packing list, gear recommendations, and other useful tips, such as when to walk the Ridgeway, where to stay, and how
much you'll need to budget. This book is ideal for walkers who are new to doing a long-distance trail, as it includes practical information and how to
prepare for such a journey. The main focus, however, is the inner journey of the author as she reconnects with herself on the trail. This is not a
guidebook or a book full of cultural and historical details. It's designed to help you decide whether the Ridgeway is the right trail for you, what the
journey might be like, and how to start planning for it. This book will get you inspired to walk the Ridgeway or another long-distance trail. Click to
buy now and reconnect with the magic of Nature.
This official guide contains precise route descriptions and Ordnance Survey maps marked with points of special interest; background information on
archaeology, history, wildlife, and geology; and details on public transportation and facilities.
Autumn and Winter Events, September 1998-March 1999
A Practical Guide to Walking the Ridgeway Path
Chilterns and Ridgeway
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Grandma Gatewood's Walk
Walking in the North Wessex Downs
30 walks exploring the AONB
Alone on the Ridgeway is the inner journey of the author's solo 87 mile walking adventure along one of England's National Trails in 2016. This book is ideal for walkers who are new to doing a long distance trail, as it includes
practical information and how to prepare for such a journey. The main focus, however, is the inner journey of the author as she reconnects with herself on the trail. This is not a guidebook or a book full of cultural and historical
details. It's designed to help you decide whether the Ridgeway is the right trail for you, and if so, how to start planning for it.More than just a walking travelogue or memoirs of a walking holiday, this book contains Holly's
reflections on walking the Ridgeway, including lessons learned and practical information to help you plan your Ridgeway hiking adventure. It includes a suggested packing list, gear recommendations, and other useful tips, such as
when to walk the Ridgeway, where to stay, and how much you'll need to budget.
The South West Coast Path National Trail (SWCP) measures a staggering 630 miles (1015km) from Minehead on the Somerset coast right round Devon and Cornwall to Poole in Dorset. The guidebook divides the route into 45
stages of between 12.5 to 37.5km, beginning and ending where amenities are available. Written by prolific outdoor writer Paddy Dillon, this guidebook is packed with lots of information for planning your walk, including clear
step-by-step route descriptions and OS map extracts, public transport links, accommodation and facilities along the way. Also described is the 17-mile South Dorset Ridgeway, from West Bexington to Osmington Mills, which can
be used as a scenic way to shave 42 miles off the total distance. This epic route takes in Exmoor National Park, five AONBs and the Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site, besides various nature reserves and SSSIs. No other stretch
of coastline compares for scenic splendour, historical sites and availability of refreshments, accommodation and public transport, making it easy to split the South West Coast Path into week or weekend-long sections.
The Ridgeway begins near Avebury and runs 85 miles across the high chalk downs of Wiltshire, into the Thames Valley and on to the Chiltern Hills of Buckinghamshire, finishing at Ivinghoe Beacon near Aylesbury. This is the
oldest road in Britain, some of it dating from prehistoric times. It's a popular six-day walk. '...the Trailblazer series stands head, shoulders, waist and ankles above the rest. They are particularly strong on mapping...' The Sunday
Times - Includes 50 walking maps - the largest-scale maps available At a scale of just under 1:20,000 (8cm or 3-1/8 inches to one mile) these are bigger than the most detailed walking maps currently available in the shops. Unique mapping features - walking times, directions, tricky junctions, places to stay and eat, points of interest. These are not general-purpose maps but fully-edited maps drawn by walkers for walkers. - Itineraries for all walkers whether hiking the 85-mile route in its entirety or sampling the highlights on day walks or short breaks. Includes detailed public transport information for all access points. - Practical information for all budgets - what to see, where
to stay, where to eat: pubs, hotels, B&B, camping, bunkhouses, hostels.
The Shadow of Kilimanjaro
Wonderful Walking and Cycling Country by Bus and Train. 2001/2002
The Ridgeway Path
The Ridgeway National Trail
53 Large-Scale Walking Maps to Guide to 24 Towns and Villages - Planning - Places to Stay - Places to Eat

A map guide to the path wih information on facilities, and bus and train timetables.
From one October to the next, Giles Watson's lyric poems celebrate the landscape, antiquities, flora and fauna of the Ridgeway
Path. Each poem is accompanied by a photograph, and arranged in order from one October to the next, building a beautiful
impression of the serendipitous experience of walking this ancient road throughout all seasons of the English year.
A detailed guidebook to walking the entire Greater Ridgeway across southern England from Lyme Regis, on the south coast, to
Hunstanton, on the Norfolk coast, combining the shorter Icknield Way with the Wessex ridgeways and the Peddars Way - a total of
over 580km (360 miles).
Wonderful Walking and Cycling Country by Bus and Train. 2002/2003
A walk along the ancient route from Lyme Regis to Hunstanton
Alone on the Ridgeway
On the Chalk
The Greater Ridgeway
Wonderful Walking and Cycling Country by Bus and Train. 2004/2005
All-in-one hiking route guide, maps and accommodations for the popular Dales Way long-distance footpath that begins in Ilkley, West Yorkshire and runs for 84 miles (135km) to end in the Lake District, in
Bowness-on-Windermere. Includes 40 large-scale maps (3 1/8 inches to 1 mile); 7 town plans and 8 overview maps. Full details of all accommodations and campsites, restaurants and pubs; plus full public
transport information. Includes day-walks.
The A-Z Adventure series features the accuracy and quality of the OS 1:25000 mapping in a convenient book, complete with index.The A-Z Adventure series is an innovative concept that utilises Ordnance
Survey 1:25000 mapping in a book, therefore eliminating the need to fold and re-fold a large sheet map to the desired area. OS 1:25000 is Ordnance Survey's most detailed mapping, showing public rights of
way, open access land, national parks, tourist information, car parks, public houses and camping and caravan sites.Unlike the original OS sheets, this A-Z Adventure Atlas includes a comprehensive index to
towns, villages, hamlets and locations, natural features, nature reserves, car parks and youth hostels, making it quick and easy to use. Each index entry has a page reference and a six figure National Grid
Reference. At a book size of 240mm x 134mm it is the same size as the standard folded OS map.The Ridgeway is a National Trail which covers 139km (87 miles) following, in part, an ancient path along the
exposed Chiltern Hills escarpment. Starting at Overton Hill near Avebury, The Ridgeway travels northeast, passing near many Neolithic, Iron Age and Bronze Age sites to finish at Ivinghoe Beacon near Tring,
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Buckinghamshire.This A-Z Adventure Atlas of The Ridgeway features 36 pages of continuous Ordnance Survey mapping providing complete coverage of The Ridgeway Path. This atlas includes a route planner
providing the distances between places and the amenities available, featuring: -Information Centres-Hotels/B&Bs-Youth Hostels-Campsites (seasonal opening)-Restaurants-Public Houses-Cafes (seasonal
opening)-Shops-Petrol StationsAlso featured is advice on safety and security when walking, details of Tourist Information Centres and a selection of QR codes linked to useful websites.This A-Z Adventure
Atlas has the accuracy and quality of OS 1:25000 mapping indexed within a book, making it the perfect companion for walkers, off-road cyclists, horse riders and anyone wishing to explore the great
outdoors.Also available: A-Z Adventure Atlas of the Thames Path.
Psychic potential is within everyone, but accessing it can take a lifetime. With Ridgeway's guide, based on the same methods he uses in his popular workshops, readers needn't wait that long. In no time at all
anyone can learn how to perform psychic readings for themselves and others and tune in to amazing revelations about all aspects of their life. With easy-to-follow instructions, Ridgeway details the various
methods of tapping into psychic potential enabling those who are unable to visit this incomparable seer to learn how to find their soul's true path.
Ridgeway Path
Avebury to Ivinghoe Beacon
Wonderful Walking and Cycling Country by Bus and Train. 2003/2004
Tap Into Your Psychic Potential
Psychic Living
The Ridgeway Adventure Atlas

Chronicles a journey by foot across East Africa, and depicts the vanishing animals of a rapidly vanishing world.
The Ridgeway follows one of the oldest ‘green roads’ in Europe. It runs for 87 miles (140 km) from Overton Hill in the west,
across the Marlborough Downs and the Vale of the White Horse, to Ivinghoe Beacon on the northern edge of the Chilterns. This is
the complete, official guide for the long-distance walker or the weekend stroller. All you need is this one book. Anthony Burton's
official guide has been fully revised and updated for 2013, and this new edition has been completely redesigned with more and
bigger photographs and much new background history and information. National Trail Guides are the official guidebooks to the
fifteen National Trails in England and Wales and are published in association with Natural England, the official body charged with
developing and maintaining the Trails.
A guidebook to walking the Thames Path, a 180-mile National Trail from the Thames Barrier to the river's source in near
Cirencester, passing from central London through Windsor, Henley, and Oxford, and rural countryside. Described in 20 sections, of
between 4 and 16 miles (6.5-32km), it is an mainly flat route with good access by public transport and typically takes two weeks
to walk. On its way it passes historic sites such as Greenwich, Kew Gardens, Hampton Court, Runnymede, Windsor Castle and Oxford.
This guidebook features complete OS 1:50,000 scale mapping of the route and comprehensive information about accommodation,
facilities, refreshments and transport links for each stage of the route. It is crammed with fascinating details about the places
and features passed along the way. A separate pocket-sized map booklet is also included showing the full route on 1:25,000 scale
OS maps, providing all the mapping needed to complete the trail. The Thames Path is an easy riverside walk that discovers the
constantly changing character of the River Thames.
The Ridgeway and Thames Path National Trails
A Tale of Two Journeys Between Avebury and Ivinghoe Beacon
The Thames Path and Ridgeway National Trails
Report of Survey 1975
Alone on the South Downs Way
The Ridgeway
A Practical Guide to Walking the Ridgeway PathA Practical Guide to Walking the Ridgeway PathThe Ridgeway PathCountryside CommissionThe Ridgeway PathThe Ridgeway PathThe Ridgeway PathThe
Ridgeway National Trail
The Ridgeway begins near Avebury and runs 87 miles across the high chalk downs of Wiltshire, into the Thames Valley and on to the Chiltern Hills of Buckinghamshire, finishing at Ivinghoe Beacon near
Aylesbury. This is the oldest road in Britain, some of it dating from prehistoric times. It’s a popular six-day walk. · 5 town plans and 53 large-scale walking maps – at just under 1:20,000 – showing route times,
places to stay, places to eat, points of interest and much more. These are not general-purpose maps but fully-edited maps drawn by walkers for walkers. · · Itineraries for all walkers – whether walking the
route in its entirety over one to two weeks or sampling the highlights on day walks and short breaks · · Practical information for all budgets – camping, bunkhouses, hostels, B&Bs, pubs and hotels; Avebury
through to Ivinghoe Beacon – where to stay, where to eat, what to see, plus detailed street plans · · Comprehensive public transport information – for all access points on the Ridgeway · · Flora and fauna –
four page full color flower guide, plus an illustrated section on local wildlife · · Green hiking – understanding the local environment and minimizing our impact on it
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Emma Gatewood was the first woman to hike the entire Appalachian Trail alone, as well as the first person—man or woman—to walk it twice and three times and she did it all after the age of 65. This is the first
and only biography of Grandma Gatewood, as the reporters called her, who became a hiking celebrity in the 1950s and '60s. She appeared on TV with Groucho Marx and Art Linkletter, and on the pages of
Sports Illustrated. The public attention she brought to the little-known footpath was unprecedented. Her vocal criticism of the lousy, difficult stretches led to bolstered maintenance, and very likely saved the
trail from extinction. Author Ben Montgomery was given unprecedented access to Gatewood's own diaries, trail journals, and correspondence. He also unearthed historic newspaper and magazine articles
and interviewed surviving family members and hikers Gatewood met along the trail. The inspiring story of Emma Gatewood illustrates the full power of human spirit and determination.
The Icknield Way Path
The Inspiring Story of the Woman Who Saved the Appalachian Trail
Walking the South West Coast Path
Spring and Summer Events, March-September, 2000
National Trail Guide
Offa's Dyke Path Adventure Atlas

Guidebook to 30 circular walks in the North Wessex Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The routes, which range from 7 to 21km (4 to 13 miles), take in parts of four counties Berkshire, Hampshire, Wiltshire and Oxfordshire. The North Wessex Downs are accessible hills rising above the towns and rural plains of southern England and rolling gently west from Reading
and Basingstoke to Swindon and down past Marlborough to Andover. The walks allow you to explore parts of the Ridgeway National Trail, the Kennet and Avon Canal and stunning historic sites
such as Avebury, the 3000-year-old Uffington White Horse, impressive Neolithic long barrows and Iron Age hill forts. Alongside clear route descriptions and OS maps are plenty of details about
points of interest, as well as practical information on the area, from public transport links to ideal refreshment stops on each walk. The result is an ideal companion to exploring both the popular and
untouched corners of the North Wessex Downs.
A map guide to the path with information on facilities, and bus and train timetables.
Report of Survey
The Ridgeway Path 1975
National Trail from London to the river's source in Gloucestershire
On Foot Across East Africa
The Icknield Way
A Walkers' Guide : 105 Miles Along the 'oldest Road in Britain' Linking the Ridgeway Path to Peddars Way Following Footpaths Close to the Ancient Route - Now Including a Link Into Thetford
and Others
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